
600kg/h 304 Stainless Steel Toffee Candy
Machine For Making Toffee Candy
Specifications :

Payment Terms L/C T/T Western Union

Keyword toffee maker machine,toffee manufacturing machine,toffee candy machine

Detail Introduction :
Toffee Candy Machine

Toffee Candy Machine is mainly used to produce toffee candy. It can produce different shapes and
flavors of toffee candy such as single-color, two-color, sandwich, and striped according to customer's
preference or taste. With excellent manufacturing, quality assurance, and advanced technology, it is
the Toffee Candy Machine that best meets the market demand at present.
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Composition structure of Toffee Making Equipment.
Composition structure of Toffee Making Equipment.

It mainly consists of a pot body, rack body, stirring system, heating system, speed control transmission device,
stirring arm, pot turning system, etc.

Pot body The pot body is stamped by a large tonnage press.
Frame body The frame body is made of a square tube and plate welded together. The frame body is to bear

and fix the pot body, stirring system, transmission device, stirring arm, and hydraulic system.
Stirring system  The stirring arm is made of scraping edge and bottom, and the stirring fin is made of wear-

resistant Teflon material.
Heating
system 

Electric heating, gas stove plate, several types of burners.
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Speed control
transmission

device

The stirring reducer adopts two-speed stirring, bearing body, gearbox bit cast alloy aluminum
material is both light and strong.

Pot turning
system

Automatic type consists of hydraulic station, oil cylinder.

Toffee Manufacturing Machine performance characteristics.
Performance characteristics of Toffee Manufacturing Machine.

1 Toffee special boiling pot boiling sugar and stirring automatically controlled alternately.
2 Unique design of stirring device.
3 Production capacity up to 300 kg per hour.
4 Hygienic structure design.
5 Synchronized automatic control of sandwiching/extrusion/stretching.
6 Chain forming machines can complete the production of different shapes of toffee online.
7 Conveyor chain belt and cooling system candy output.
8 Can produce ordinary toffee, sandwich toffee, Ecoli, etc.

Toffee Making Plant product composition.
1. Toffee hosting line. It is composed of a jacketed dissolving pot, gear pump, liquid storage tank,
special toffee pot, discharge pump, color and aroma dosing system, color and aroma mixer, liquid
storage, cooling channel, electrical control cabinet, and other parts.
2. Toffee cookware. The process of making toffee requires the use of a toffee cooker to bring the raw
materials together.
Services of Toffee Maker Machine.

Toffee Maker Machine's services.
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Pre-sales Confirmation of the correct machine in consultation with the customer according to the
requirements of the intended customer.

  After confirming the details of payment time, model number, and delivery date with the intended
customer, we send an official quotation to the customer.

After-sales After the purchased customer receives the machine, we will send an engineer to install it and
make sure the customer knows how to operate it.

  To update at any time according to the market development, we keep close contact with
customers and understand the feedback and suggestions of each customer.

  Free warranty within twelve months from the date of receipt of the machine by the purchased
customer.

Toffee Candy Making Machine was developed by a team with excellent technical and R&D
knowledge in response to the changes in the food processing market. We offer quality machines,
competitive prices, and services that are the result of our continuous efforts and rewards. We
sincerely hope to bring considerable benefits to your business and look forward to hearing from you!
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